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Brief Abstract:
This past fall the Oregon Marching Band implemented a new method for
teaching marching fundamentals. Frustrated with the results we were getting from a
more traditional approach, we wanted see if we could find a way that emphasizes
individual results and makes more efficient use of the limited time available for
learning these essential skills. The Circuit is a student led, sequential approach to
learning marching fundamentals that allows experienced marchers to move quickly
through the techniques and spend additional time on more advanced skills while
new marchers move more slowly and get individualized help. The goal was to
improve both individual and ensemble marching technique through better us of our
visual technique rehearsal time.
The Circuit relies heavily on student leadership, both in terms implementation and
buy-in. Our student reactions were very positive, and they believe that both
individual and ensemble marching improved as a result of the new teaching
methods. Because the circuit relies so heavily on student leadership, we present
teaching strategies and the leadership challenges side by side.
The Problem:
The traditional method of teaching fundamentals focuses on the ensemble.
Everyone begins in the same place and moves at the same pace. The reality is that
we begin each season with people who have years of marching experience and with
people who have never marched before. This disparity of experience among our
members makes the traditional system cumbersome and slow moving. It also
focuses attention on the easiest techniques, leaving less time for the more
challenging techniques (backwards march or slides, for example) and limiting the
time the strongest marchers spend mastering the most difficult skills.
The Solution:
The basic model for the new system can be compared to the way most video
games are structured. Imagine your favorite video game (Think Zelda or Need for
Speed, or just about any current game). When you begin playing, the game focuses
on the most basic skills. It keeps you at this basic level until you have, through game
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play, demonstrated mastery of the “level one” skills. Only then are you able to move
on to the “level two,” where new skills are introduced.
Once you are in “level two” of a video game, you continue to use the skills you
learned as new skills are introduced. Each new level becomes progressively more
challenging and requires both deeper understanding of the game and more polished
skill. The game rewards your progress in a variety of ways, but mostly by allowing
you to move forward. You can’t unlock the better weapon or faster car without
working through the levels. In our new system, you can’t unlock Backwards March,
until you have mastered all the levels that come before it.
While we use video games as a comparison, the ideas here come from the
work of Florida State University Psychologist Anders Ericcsoni, who has spent his
career pioneering the study of expertise. It also relies on Daniel Pink’sii ideas about
motivation, Csikszentmihayli’siii ideas about mastery and flow, and Simon Sinek’siv
ideas about leadership and his Circle of Safety.
The New System:
The new system was set up around an existing visual technique book, which
described (sequentially and in detail) each marching technique we normally use.
We divided the book into five Stations, each focused on a specific skill. Our student
leadership team (with some training ahead of time) were all assigned to specific
stations where they would either be teachers or evaluators. Teachers used a step by
step guide to teach skills at each station. Evaluators used rubrics to evaluate each
individual. The rubrics had 3-6 specific areas of evaluation and a specific test to be
passed before moving on to the next station. The three points on the rubric were
Alternate, Field Marcher, and Expert Marcher. To move on, students had to meet
the requirements of Field Marcher. Those who could not, stayed at Alternate until
they were able to master the skill. Every student was individually evaluated on each
marching skill and moved through The Circuit at their own pace.
The idea of Alternates was fairly new to our group, so we took a lot of care in
setting these students up for success. The Alternate box on the rubric is written as a
list of problems that may be present. If any of the problems are present, the
evaluator can simply read the description from the rubric. This helped evaluators
give specific feedback and helped marchers know exactly what they needed to work
on. We entered the new system with the shared goal: Put only qualified marchers on
the field; Help every member become a qualified marcher.
Students who achieved Expert Marcher in all five stations of the circuit had a
couple options. Once identified as Expert they could help run the circuit as
evaluators. This helped our weaker marchers have more one on one attention.
Those students who achieved Expert status were also given the option of skipping
future marching fundamentals rehearsals. The instruction for them was to spend
the time on whatever they thought would improve their participation in the band.
That could mean practicing music, studying drill, or getting coffee or taking a nap. It
was up to them to spend the time wisely. Nearly all of our Expert Marchers chose to
come to rehearsal and help run the circuit.
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The Five Stations:
The stations were set up sequentially, beginning with stationary commands
and ending with Slides. To earn a place on the field (their “dot”) students had to
complete all five stations at the Field Marcher level or better. Once they completed
Station Five, they were presented with a poker chip with their dot number and then
went back to the stations to work on Expert level marching.
The five stations are listed here, with the test for each.
STATION ONE: Stationary Commands (attention, dress, etc.)
The Test: Call to attention, Horns Up, Horns Down. Dress Right, Dress Left,
Dress Center.
STATION TWO: Mark Time and Slow Turns
The Test: Fall in at attention, with horns up. Follow this sequence: Mark
Time 16, Slow Turn 4 to the LEFT, Mark Time 8, Slow Turn 4 to the RIGHT,
Mark Time 8 and halt.
STATION THREE: Forward March
The Test: Fall in at attention, with horns up. On Command, Forward March
16 counts at 8 to 5, Forward March 16 counts at 16 to 5, Slow Turn (180
degrees) to the Right in 4 counts, Forward March 12 counts at 6 to 5, Halt.
STATION FOUR: Backwards March
The Test: Fall in at attention, with horns up. On Command, Backwards March
16 counts at 16 to 5; Mark time 8; Backwards March 12 counts at 12 to 5;
Mark Time 8; Slow Turn (180 degrees) to the RIGHT in 8 counts; Backwards
march 16 at 8 to 5 stride.
STATION FIVE: Slides
The Test: Fall in at attention, horns up. On Command, Forward Slide to the
right for 16 counts, Hip Shift and Backwards Slide to the right for 16 counts.
Halt and Hold for 8 counts. Backwards Slide 16 counts to the LEFT, Hip Shift
and Forward Slide to the Left for 16 counts and Halt. All strides are 8 to 5.
The rubrics measured all aspects of the marching, including: Posture and technique,
accuracy of path, accuracy of step size, tempo and accuracy of the initiation and
termination of the move. Part of the preparation (and one of the real difficulties) for
student leaders was agreeing on marching standards and holding their peers to
those standards.
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Responsibilities of Section Leaders and Student Leadership
There are three essential roles for student leadership in the system: Instructors,
Evaluators, and Monitors. Each STATION will need at least one instructor, several
evaluators, and one monitor. During peak times we will probably divide stations
into two groups, each led by one instructor with several evaluators.
Instructors should:
1. Be expert in the techniques they are teaching
2. Be able to teach sequentially
3. Monitor progress while maintaining forward momentum
4. Interact only minimally with the students
5. Facilitate Repetitions – The students can’t demonstrate mastery while you
are talking.
6. Teach the skills on a “loop,” starting over once they get to the end.
Evaluators should:
1. Be able to clearly demonstrate the techniques
2. Know the rubric well (and have a copy)
3. Quickly find the people who are ready to move on and help them get going to
the next station.
4. Identify problems and give clear (rubric based) feedback to help them move
on.
5. Be positive and encouraging. We want people to be successful and we want
people to move on quickly. (We don’t want people to languish at one station
for a long time.)
Monitors should:
1. Collect (and verify) STATION CARDS
2. Distribute new STATION CARDS
3. Organize (alphabetical, by section) completed cards.
4. Help keep people moving quickly through the STATIONS.
What We Learned:
Students adapted to the new paradigm quickly and The Circuit worked remarkably
well. Many of our veteran marchers commented that they learned the skills at a
higher level than previous years, and some even discovered things they had been
doing wrong. The leadership did a good job of holding the standards high, and we
expect that in subsequent years that standard will rise. Most of the students
completed The Circuit within the first two days of camp, which filled the drill for
Pre-Game and the first halftime show and left about 30 Alternates. By the time we
began work on the second show, all but four members had completed The Circuit
(Those four were members who came in with no marching band experience).
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We hold a leadership retreat at the beginning of each season, and spent a great deal
of that time preparing the student leadership for this challenge. There was some
alarm when they discovered that not all of the leadership could pass the tests. This
was followed by some hard work getting everyone up to speed and a mutual
agreement that perhaps there were other veteran marchers not as prepared as we
believed.
There were several unanticipated benefits.
1.

2.
3.

Most of the work we’ve done in the past has either been the full ensemble
or in sections. The Circuit broke up the sections. People worked with a
met people from all sections and the section leaders were able to meet
nearly every other band member.
In the past, section leaders were asked to review all of the marching
techniques in their sections. They appreciated that The Circuit allowed
them to focus on one technique and believed that it led to better teaching.
Completing The Circuit led to better “ownership” of their dots. In the past
we have put every member on the field. In this system their “dot”
represents the completion of specific training and mastery of skills to a
high standard. The poker chips students received with their dot numbers
were merely tokens, but they were excited to receive them and kept them
through the season.

Some Conclusions:
In the end, the ultimate goal of better marching was achieved. It is hard to know
whether it was a success of The Circuit or if simply placing more attention on
marching caused the improvement. In future years we would like to include stations
to address skills such as marching adjusted step sizes, dressing straight lines,
dressing curves, etc. We’ve also discussed creating a similar program to address
playing, although the variety of instruments and techniques and time it takes to
master them offer some significant challenges.
Ericcson, K. Anders. Peak: secrets from the new science of expertise. (2016)
Pink, Daniel. Drive: the surprising truth about what motivates us. (2009)
iii Csikszentmihayli, Mihayli. Flow: the psychology of optimal experience. (1990)
iv Sinek, Simon. Leaders Eat Last: Why some teams pull together and others don’t.
(2016)
i

ii
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Rubric One: Stationary Commands
Alternate

Posture and
Attention Position

Horns Up/
Horns Down

Dress Set

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Any of the following
problems are present:
1. Feet not set properly
(heels & toes).
2. Visible posture problems
(knees bent, slouching,
shoulders hunched, etc.).
3. Visible problems with
instrument carriage.
4. Eyes not up and
confident.

Feet correct with toes apart,
posture is lifted, horn is held
appropriately (based on
section) and eyes are 10
degrees above the horizon.

Meets all standards, but
brings a commanding
presence to the field. Body
and instrument position is
flawless and in perfect
control.

Any of the following
problems are present:
1. Command not executed in
time.
2. Command creates
unwanted body movement.
3. Horn position incorrect or
unstable.

Command is executed in
time. Horn and body position
are acceptable, with only
minimal extra movement.
Slow horns up/down is
divided within the given
counts and ends in good
position.

Horn snaps quickly into
flawless position. Slow horns
up/down is evenly divided
into the given counts. No
other body movement is
perceivable.

Any of the following
problems are present:
1. Command not executed in
time.
2. Command creates
unwanted body movement.
3. Horn position incorrect or
unstable.

Command is executed in
time. Horn and body position
are correct with very minimal
adjustment.

Horn and head snap to
position exactly in time. No
other body movement is
perceivable.

THE TEST:
Call to attention, Horns Up, Horns Down. Dress Set, Slow Horns up (in 4),
Slow Horns down (in 4).
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Rubric Two: Mark Time
Alternate

Mark Time

Initiation and Halt

Slow Turns

Any of the following
problems are present:
Out of step; 2. Improper
foot position (toe not
planted, heel not lifted,
improper knee bend); 3.
Poor posture.
Any of the following
problems are present: 1.
Hesitation on the step off;
2. Improper initiation
(scoot, scoot); 3. excessive
movement in the upper
body; 4. improper foot
position at the halt (place
place)
Any of the following
problems are present: 1.
Phasing or out of step; 2.
Incorrect initiation or halt:
3. Noticeable changes in
upper body posture.

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Toe is properly planted,
heel lifted, knee bent to
cover toes. Posture lifted
and correct. In step and in
time. Any phasing is
quickly corrected.

Technique appears both
flawless and effortless.
There is no discernable
phasing.

Correct initiation (scoot
scoot), in time with the
count off. Correct halt
sequence, leaving feet at
attention position. All
commands executed in
time with little to no extra
body movement.

Execution appears
flawless. Everything
occurs exactly in time with
no discernable phasing.
No extra body movement
is discernable.

Move begins with correct
initiation and is executed
in time with turn evenly
divided between given
counts. Strong upper
body posture is
maintained.

Flawless execution,
including proper foot
placement on every
count.

THE TEST:
Fall in at attention, with horns up. Follow this sequence:
Mark time 16, Slow turn 4 to the LEFT, Mark time 8, Slow turn 4 to the
RIGHT, Mark time 8 and halt.
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Rubric Three: Forward March
Alternate

Forward March

Initiation

Halt

8 to 5

Any of the following
problems are present: 1. Toe
not up; 2. Heel doesn't brush
across ground; 3. noticeable
knee bend; 4. Out of Step. 5.
Excessive bouncing or
swaying..
Any of the following
problems are present: 1. Leg
does not stay straight; heel
does not stay low to the
ground; 3. First step is not in
time.
Any of the following
problems are present: 1.
Halt ends on heels not
platforms. 2. Feet do not end
in proper position. 3. Upper
body is jolted or disrupted by
the halt.
Any of the following
problems are present: 1.
Step size is inconsistent
within the 8 strides; 2. Path is
not a straight line; 3. final
step is not within 10 inches
of the yard line: lapses in
correct posture or eyes on
the ground.

16 to 5

Field Marcher
Feet roll smoothly, heels
brush the ground, knees are
not noticeably bent and toes
are up. Tempo is consistent
in the heel and the
subdivision is clear as legs
cross. Upper body remains
lifted and controlled with
little to no bounce or sway.
First step is clearly in time (in
the heel). Leg stays straight,
toe is up and the heel
brushes the ground. Upper
body is lifted and in control.

Feet end on platforms, in
correct attention position.
Upper body remains
controlled and stops cleanly
with the lower body.
Marcher demonstrates
excellent technique and
control. Eyes are up and body
is well controlled. Steps are
evenly divided other the
distance and the marching is
in a straight line. Final step is
within 10 inches of the yard
line.

Expert Marcher
Outstanding control is
demonstrated, even at
slower and faster tempo.
Consistent form, with very
high toes smooth transition
between feet. Upper body is
controlled but relaxed.
First step is clearly in time,
with no visible anticipation.
Technique is perfect, with
time clearly placed in the
heel. Upper body is
completely controlled.
Halt is graceful and relaxed,
on the platforms and ending
in correct position. Upper
body floats elegantly above
the feet and comes to a
controlled and relaxed stop
with the lower body.

Mastery of the technique
allows the marcher to appear
to float with totally relaxed
upper body. Step sizes are
exact and the final step is
within 4 inches of the
yardline.

Same as 8 to 5

Same as 8 to 5, but final step
must be within 6 inches of
the yard line.

Same as 8 to 5.

Same as 8 to 5

Same as 8 to 5

Same as 8 to 5.

6 to 5
THE TEST:
Fall in at attention, with horns up. On command, Forward March 16 counts at 8
to 5, Forward March 16 counts at 16 to 5. Mark time 8, Slow Turn 4 (180
degrees) to the RIGHT, Forward March 12 counts at 6 to 5, Halt.
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Rubric Four: Backwards March
Alternate

Backwards March

Initiation and Halt

16 to 5

Any of the following are
present: 1. Heels touch the
ground; 2. Legs are bent: 3.
Platforms do not slide along
the ground: 4. Tempo is
inconsistent; 5. Excessive
upper body movement: 6.
Looking over shoulder.
Any of the following
problems are present: 1.
Movement does not start in
time: 2. Knees bend: 3.
Movement does on initiate
from the platforms. 4. Feet
do not return to proper
position on the halt: 5. There
is excessive upper body
movement or the head turns
to look over shoulder.
Marcher in unable to: 1.
Maintain a straight line: 2.
March with even strides: 3.
End within 10 inches of the
yard-line.

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Feet move smoothly with
platforms brushing the
surface of the turf and heels
never touching the ground.
Legs remain straight. Tempo
is consistent and upper body
is controlled but relaxed.
Eyes and head remain up and
forward.

Upper body is completely
controlled and relaxed, with
clear separation between the
motion in the lower body
and no motion in the upper
body. Technique is flawless
and relaxed resulting in
movement that appears
effortless.

The move initiates with the
push of the right platform
allowing the left leg to slide
back with the left platform
sliding over the ground and
planting with the heel off the
ground. The halt is graceful
with minimal upper body
disruption and ends with
correct foot placement.

Initiation demonstrates
flawless foot technique
paired with a relaxed and
controlled upper body. The
halt is graceful with the feet
ending in correct position.
The entire movement
appears graceful and
effortless.

Marcher is able to maintain a
straight line path with even
step sizes ending within 10
inches of the yard line.

Marcher is able to maintain a
straight line with even step
sizes ending within 4 inches
of the yard line.

12 to 5

Same as 16 to 5

Same as 16 to 5

Same as 16 to 5

8 to 5

Same as 16 to 5

Same as 16 to 5

Same as 16 to 5

THE TEST:
Fall in at attention, with horns up. Backwards March 16 counts at 16 to 5; Mark
time 8; Backwards March 12 counts at 12 to 5; Mark Time 8; Slow turn 4 (180
degrees) to the RIGHT; Backwards march 16 at 8 to 5 stride.
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Rubric Five: Slides
Alternate

Prep Step

Forward
Slide

Backwards
Slide

Hip Shift

Halt

Any of the following problems are
present: 1. Prep step not done with
right foot: 2. Prep step not initiated
on the platform: 3. Upper body
control not maintained during pre
step. (Check prep step into hip
shifts and halts)
Any of the following problems are
present: 1. Body not correctly held
at the 30-60-90 position: 2. Horn (or
arm) angles are disrupted: 3.
Straight line path is not maintained.
4. Excessive upper body movement.
5. More than 10 inches or error for
yardlines or drift.
Any of the following problems are
present: 1. Poor upper body control
(excessive movement or poor horn
angle): 2. Inability to maintain a
straight path: 3. 30-60-90 angles not
maintained. 4. Tempo is
inconsistent. 5. More than 10 inches
or error for yardlines or drift.
Any of the following problems are
present:
1. Prep-step not initiated with right
foot.
2, Left foot does not smoothly
follow right foot during shift.
3. There are discernable changes in
direction or step size.
4. Any breakdown of correct
posture or foot position.
Any of the following problems are
present:
1. Feet do not end in correct halt
position (facing front).
2. The halt causes a change of
direction or step size.
3. The halt causes excessive upper
body movement.

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Prep step is correctly initiated from
the platform of the right foot. The
angle of the prep step evenly divides
the angle of the direction change and
the following step correctly changes
the direction of the body with little or
no discernable upper body movement.

Prep step is flawlessly
executed with precise foot
position and relaxed control
of the upper body.

Body angle correctly maintains the 3060-90 degree angles. Upper body and
horn angles remain lifted and relaxed.
Feet track in a straight line with
appropriate step size. Tempo is
correctly maintained.

Transition into the forward
slide is smooth and graceful.
Upper body and horn have no
extra movement during the
direction change or during the
forward slide. Steps maintain
a straight line and step size.
Tempo is consistent.

Body angle correctly maintains the 3060-90 degree angles. Upper body
movement is minimal and horn angle
is correctly maintained. Feet track in a
straight line with consistent step size
and tempo.

Transition into the backward
slide is smooth and graceful.
Upper body and horn have no
extra movement during the
direction change or during the
backwards slide. Steps
maintain a straight line and
step size. Tempo is consistent.

Right Foot prep step initiates the hip
shift. The left foot follows the prep
step smoothly, with no change of
direction or step size. Upper body
remains lifted and controlled.

Hip shift flows smoothly
through the prep, shift and
continuation. There is very
little upper body disruption.
Step size and direction remain
unaffected by hip shift.

Halt is correctly initiated from the
right foot and results in the feet
correctly halted facing the front
sideline. Upper body is controlled
with very little movement. Correct
forward or backwards marching style
is demonstrated.

Halt is executed smoothly and
cleanly. Step styles, final
position and upper body
control are all flawless and
graceful.

THE TEST:
Fall in, with horns up. Forward slide to the right for 16 counts, Hip shift and Backwards
Slide to the right for 16 counts. Halt and hold for 8 counts. Backwards slide 16 counts
to the LEFT, Hip Shift and Forward Slide to the LEFT for 16 counts and Halt. (Focus:
Prep steps (before hip shifts and halts), hitting Yard Lines and avoiding drift)

Station One: Stationary Commands
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Field Marcher

Station One: Stationary Commands
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Expert Marcher

Posture and
Attention Position

Posture and
Attention Position

Horns Up/ Down

Horns Up/ Down

Dress Set

Dress Set

Comments:

Comments:

Station One: Stationary Commands
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Posture and
Attention Position
Horns Up/ Down
Dress Set
Comments:

Field Marcher

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Station One: Stationary Commands
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Expert Marcher

Posture and
Attention Position
Horns Up/ Down
Dress Set
Comments:

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Station Two: Mark Time
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Field Marcher

Station Two: Mark Time
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Expert Marcher

Mark Time

Mark Time

Initiation and Halt

Initiation and Halt

Slow Turns

Slow Turns

Comments:

Comments:

Station Two: Mark Time
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Field Marcher

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Station Two: Mark Time
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Expert Marcher

Mark Time

Mark Time

Initiation and Halt

Initiation and Halt

Slow Turns

Slow Turns

Comments:

Comments:

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Station Three: Forward March
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Field Marcher

Station Three: Forward March
Name:

Section:

Expert Marcher

Last, First

Forward March

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Forward March

Initiation

Initiation

Halt

Halt

8 to 5

8 to 5

16 to 5

16 to 5

6 to 5

Comments:

6 to 5

Comments:

Station Three: Forward March
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Field Marcher

Station Three: Forward March
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Expert Marcher

Forward March

Forward March

Initiation

Initiation

Halt

Halt

8 to 5

8 to 5

16 to 5

16 to 5

6 to 5

Comments:

6 to 5

Comments:

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Station Four: Backwards March
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Field Marcher

Station Four: Backwards March
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Expert Marcher

Backwards March

Backwards March

Initiation and Halt

Initiation and Halt

16 to 5

16 to 5

12 to 5

12 to 5

8 to 5

8 to 5

Comments:

Comments:

Station Four: Backwards March
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Field Marcher

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Station Four: Backwards March
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Expert Marcher

Backwards March

Backwards March

Initiation and Halt

Initiation and Halt

16 to 5

16 to 5

12 to 5

12 to 5

8 to 5

8 to 5

Comments:

Comments:

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Station Five: Slides
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Prep Step

Field Marcher

Station Five: Slides
Name:

Expert Marcher

Section:
Last, First

Prep Step

Forward Slide

Forward Slide

Backwards Slide

Backwards Slide

Hip Shift

Hip Shift

Halt

Halt

Comments:

Comments:

Station Five: Slides
Name:

Section:
Last, First

Prep Step

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

Station Five: Slides
Name:

Expert Marcher

Field Marcher

Section:
Last, First

Prep Step

Forward Slide

Forward Slide

Backwards Slide

Backwards Slide

Hip Shift

Hip Shift

Halt

Halt

Comments:

Comments:

Field Marcher

Expert Marcher

